1. Do you feel you are adequately prepared to train firefighter/EMS personnel on proper response to people with disabilities? (1 missing)
   a. I feel very prepared to present – 4
   b. I feel somewhat prepared to present – 5
   c. I will need more guidance to be adequately prepared – 0
   d. I do not feel I am adequately prepared – 0

2. What topics, if any, do you need more information or guidance on to confidently conduct training?
   • Statistics behind some of the numbers
   • More personal experiences would give me, as an instructor, more credibility
   • Need to digest and review all material
   • Transporting service animals
   • Just practice

3. What part of today’s training was most significant (or stood out) to you?
   • How common some mental illnesses and disabilities are
   • Review of durable medical equipment
   • How the training was related to actual people and experiences
   • The information was all significant
   • All – very informative
   • Use of videos

4. Do you plan on using the videos?
   a. Yes, all of them – 9
   b. Yes, most of them – 1
   c. Yes, some of them – 0
   d. No, none of them – 0

5. If you answered (b) or (c), which videos are you most likely to use?
   • Examples that show each disability and their variations

6. Will you provide copies of the handouts at your presentations?
   a. Yes, all of them – 6
   b. Yes, most of them – 0
   c. Yes, some of them – 4
   d. No, none of them – 0

7. If you answered (b) or (c), which handouts are you most likely to use?
• Resource-specific like ones on Alzheimer’s
• Shorter ones – share others via email
• The simple 1-2 page FAQ documents
• Depends on funds for copying

8. Would you recommend this training to others? ALL 10 SAID YES

9. When, and where, do you plan on conducting training?
• CERT monthly meetings
• Westchester Co DES, TBD (3)
• ASAP, as many EMS agencies that want it
• Quarterly, Yonkers FD and WCDES
• I teach continuing ed to FD/EMS agencies. Try to schedule for fall.
• As needed to other agencies

10. Please provide the contact information of any departments and/or persons that you feel would be interested in this program:

Other comments:
- I am also interested in presenting this training as a master trainer to both law enforcement and EMS, tai.lee.jr@gmail.com. Great course! Thanks!
- Recommend that learning objectives be added to the PPT. Recommend that talking points be added to presentation slide. Instructors should not read out of the book, this is unprofessional and makes it look like we do not know the topic.